SCCS follows this process when a student faces an alleged violation of the University's Policy on Sexual Harassment, Sexual Assault, Dating and Domestic Violence, and Stalking.

SCCS process determined by case type:

**Non-Title IX Formal Complaint**
- Recommend Charge(s) & Sanction(s)
- Resolution Agreement
- Appeal Option
- Formal Hearing

**Title IX Formal Complaint**
- Recommend No Action Determination
- Appeal Option
- Title IX Hearing
- Appeal Option

**Notes:** In Non-Title IX Formal Complaint investigations, an Alternative Resolution may be requested or proposed at any point in this process - see Code.

**Notes:** In Title IX Formal Complaint investigations, an Informal Resolution can be requested or proposed at any point in this process - see Code. A Formal Title IX Complaint may also be dismissed at any time - see Policy.